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Is the myna herald of “spring”?



Feeding leads the mynas to thrive, threatening local birds’ survival.
Alternation causing decrease in native flora - an overall biological declination.

-- NSW Department of Planning, Industry and Environment. How do I deal with Indian mynas? Website.
Last Updated 1 September 2021. https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/questions/deterring-indian-mynas

Mynas aggressively compete with native 
fauna for nesting sites, 

reducing habitat for native birds. 
They threaten other birds,

 often mobbing them in large groups. 



Tram driving, driving customers away from  small businesses,
driving people away from opportunities - the chance of meeting new friends.
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Diversity is a promise, a promise for everyone.

Diversity of local species Diversity of local businesses & groups





Food waste mill

Archimedes screw

(composting during elevation*)

* Wheel limited by magnetic system. Through carefully arranged ratios between gears, the ascension of food would cost approximately for 8 weeks, which is adequate for composting.

Nurture the bushes

Food and shelter for native species
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The first step introduces the structure as a standalone ob-
ject. People can nurture native floras while reducing the 
feeding for urban birds. Awareness of protecting native spe-
cies would rise, while this new attraction spot would draw 
the public’s attention from the tram.

ALTeration for interest.
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With more installations, the structures 
would fill the habitat blank between na-
ture reserves, reintroducing local species. 
Local businesses could join this process, 
providing services to make spinning a 
rewarding experience that is full of dis-
covery. People of same interest can raise 
conversation together, creating new 
friendship.

an ALTitude for another living friend.
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The final step would connect the installations via a cable system. Instead of carrying 
people, shopping bags and carriages, this system would take the bags only. It would 
have minimal energy cost, as the shopping bags travel from the higher to the lower 
part more here. People of different interests can form communties around the installa-
tions, overlaying to form a new community, which would replace the present system 
for transportation only.

ALTered to live ALTogether.

North to South

South to North

Shopping Bags Counted

North is high,
South is low.
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